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1 Introduction
This document describes the OTA upgrade process of the wireless gamepad
solution based on LPC5528 and NxH3670. The OTA upgrade process
summarizes that the PC sends the new firmware to the dongle via USB,
and the dongle forwards the new firmware to the gamepad via Bluetooth LE.
Figure 1 shows the system block diagram of the OTA upgrade.

Figure 1. Block diagram of OTA upgrade process

The steps are as follows:

1. PC sends OTA upgrade command to dongle.

2. Dongle forwards this command to the gamepad and establish BLE connection.

3. The host controller on gamepad board check the partition table before enabling the OTA application.

4. Gamepad enable OTA application.

5. If the OTA application is successfully enabled, restart the gamepad and run the OTA application.

6. The gamepad re-establishes a BLE connection with dongle.

7. Dongle notifies the PC after the connection is established.

8. The PC requests the partition table version of gamepad and verify that it is compatible.

9. The PC starts to send the firmware to dongle.

10. Dongle forwards each packet to the gamepad.

11. Gamepad check the updated partition table before enabling new firmware.
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12. Gamepad enable new firmware.

13. If an error occurs before enabling the new firmware, continue to run the OTA application and upgrade again.

14. If the new firmware is successfully enabled, the host controller restarts and runs the new firmware, OTA upgrade is
completed.

2 Partition table
During the OTA upgrade, both dongle and gamepad need to work in OTA mode. Therefore, LPC5528 stores both the user's
application (app) and the OTA application (ota_app) that implements the OTA function. App and ota_app are stored in different
locations in the flash. The storage location is determined by the flash partition table. In addition, LPC5528 stores Stage Second
bootloader (SSB), Partition Table (PT), and some user data. In this solution, the flash partitions used by dongle and the gamepad
are the same, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Flash partition in wireless gamepad solution

During the OTA upgrade process, the SSB, partition table, and ota_app part cannot be updated. The specific content of the
partition table is determined by the layout_debug_sdk.yml file provided in the project. Figure 3 shows the partition table used in
this solution.
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Figure 3. layout_debug_sdk.yml
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It is also necessary to use the LPC5528_NxH3670 Flash Tool to parse this file and write the parsed content into binary, then
download it to a fixed location in the Flash. In this solution, the partition table is stored at 0x7000.

As shown in Figure 3, the partition table contains six partitions, where Partition 0 stores the firmware of the app and Partition 1
stores the firmware of ota_app. After being powered on, the LPC5528 executes the stage second bootloader program, reads the
partition table at 0x7000, and determines the partition to boot next according to the active_partition flag in the partition table. If
active_partition is 0, SSB boots the gaming application. If active_partition is 1, SSB boots the OTA application to enable
the OTA function. By default, the active_partition is 0.

3 Image header
Before the OTA upgrade, here is another concept of image header, which is the head that is added before the image. The content
is as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Image header

Image header is 16 bytes in total, including image length, image type, starting address and checksum. Before performing an OTA
upgrade, the dongle will read the image header in the remote (Gamepad) flash and compare it with the new imager header.

• If the headers of two images are the same, they are considered the same image. The dongle will skip this part and this
image will not be sent to the gamepad.

• If they are different, the new image will be sent to the remote to replace the old image.

Developers can use Keil's after-build command or LPC5528_NxH3670 Flash Tool to generate EPP files with image headers. For
details, see Getting Started with LPC5528 Wireless Gamepad Solution (document AN13082).

4 OTA upgrade process
This section introduces the specific steps of the OTA upgrade of wireless gamepad solution.

4.1 Preparations

4.1.1 Hardware
Figure 5 shows a gamepad board and a dongle board.
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Figure 5. LPC5528 Gamepad board and Dongle board

4.1.2 Software
• Gamepad application

• OTA application

• layout_debug_sdk.yml and flashlist_debug_sdk.yml

• NxH3670 related firmware

• GUI tool: LPC5528_NxH3670 Flash Tool and NxH3670 Flash Tool

4.2 GUI tool
In order to facilitate users to download programs and perform OTA upgrade, NXP provides NxH3670 Flash tool in the NxH3670
SDK Rev5.2 package, as shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. NxH3670 Flash tool GUI

Two main functions are supported by NxH3670 Flash tool:

• Host controller program download

Currently, this tool does not support LPC5528 program download, so we re-developed a LPC5528 NxH3670 Flash tool in this
solution, as shown in Figure 7.

• OTA upgrade
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Figure 7. LPC5528 NxH3670 Flash tool v1.0

For the detailed usage LPC5528_NxH3670 Flash tool, see Getting Started with LPC5528 Wireless Gamepad Solution
(document AN13082).

 
Before using this tool to download the LPC5528 program, make sure that the MCU enters the ISP mode and the
HS USB interface is used.

  NOTE  

4.3 OTA upgrade
Users can use the two flash tools mentioned in GUI tool to implement the OTA upgrade.

The specific steps of OTA upgrade are as follows:
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1. Short circuit J2 on the gamepad board and reset LPC5528 to make MCU enter ISP mode.

a. Open the LPC5528_NxH3670 Flash tool and select the layout_debug_sdk.yml file corresponding to the gamepad
application.

b. Click the Generate packaged.bin button to generate a packaged.bin.

c. Click the One step download button to download the complete firmware of gamepad to the Flash.

Figure 8. Using One-step download function to download firmware into LPC5528

If you have already generated a packaged.bin and do not need to update, there is no need to generate a
packaged.bin again.

2. Press the ISP button, U1, on dongle board and reset the dongle board to make the dongle board enter the ISP mode.
Then use the same method as Step 1 to download complete dongle firmware.

3. Reset the dongle board and gamepad board, make them to run respective applications, and wait for the Bluetooth LE
connection to be established. After the pairing is successfully, the red LED, D2, on the two boards will turn off and the PC
recognize two Xbox 360 peripherals, as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. PC recognizes the Xbox 360 peripherals

4. Make the dongle re-enter ISP mode, enter 1 in the Active partition window, click the Set active partition button, set the active
partition of dongle to partition 1 (ota_app), and reset the dongle to make it work in the OTA mode.
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Figure 10. Set the active partition of dongle

5. Use NxH3670 Flash tool to perform OTA upgrade. Open NxH3670 Flash tool and follow the steps below:

Figure 11. Use NxH3670 Flash Tool for OTA upgrade

a. Select the connection mode as ota and select the VCOM port of the dongle board in the Port column.

b. Select the layout_debug_sdk.yml file corresponding to the new firmware.

c. Click the Start flashing button to start the OTA upgrade.

During the OTA upgrade, the log information is printed in the NxH3670 Flash Tool Logger window, as shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Log information during OTA upgrade

As shown in Figure 12, after receiving the OTA upgrade command from the PC, the dongle will first send a command to the remote
(gamepad) to make the gamepad enter the OTA mode, reconnect the gamepad, and then send the specific binaries provided by
flashlist_debug_sdk.yml file to the gamepad. Before sending, the NxH3670 Flash Tool compare the remote image header and
the local (PC) image header firstly. If the contents of the image headers are the same, the upgrade progress of current file will be
skipped. If they are different, the current file will be sent to the gamepad and written into the specified position of gamepad. After
the OTA process is completed, dongle send the reboot command to restart the gamepad and run the new firmware.

 
If the dongle and gamepad have been paired, and the dongle is already running in OTA mode, you do not need to
perform Step 1 to Step 4 and can directly use Step 5 to update the new firmware.

  NOTE  

5 Reference
• Over-the-air firmware update (document AN12361)

• Getting started with LPC5528 Wireless Gamepad Solution (document AN13082)

• NxH3670 Flash Tool (document UM11198)
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